
vSeismic tomography of the lower mantle has revealed large scale 

anomalously slow wave-speed features, especially below the Pacific 

and Africa [1,2].

vThese seismically slow anomalies could be structures of either 

thermal or thermochemical origin and are thought to be hotter than the 

ambient mantle [3,4].

vSome studies have suggested that the LLVPs and ULVZs might be 

partially molten and/or contain Fe-rich melts [5].

v The presence of (metallic/silicate) melt can increase the electrical 

conductivity at the CMB [6] à the lower mantle is not a perfect 

insulator (maybe at least on short timescales)

Question: 

What spatial and temporal changes will we see in the Earth’s 

magnetic field if the mantle has a finite electrical conductivity?

How will flows at the top of the core be affected in the presence of 

an electrically conducting layer?
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Motivation

https://www.earth.ox.ac.uk/~smachine/cgi/index.php

Figure (left): Map of seismic velocity anomaly from the tomographic model HMSL-S06 [7] at 2800km 

                     below the Earth’s surface.

Figure (right): Areas where five different seismic velocity models agree on the position of slow seismic 

   anomalies at 2800km below the Earth’s surface.

Model Setup – Geodynamo Simulations in XSHELLS [8]
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Future Directions

vCross-verification of results with other dynamo codes

vExplore larger parameter space e.g. lower Ek and Pm, larger Ra, different 

spatial patterns in electrical conductivity variations 

vCombine and contrast lateral variations in heat flux and electrical 

conductivity at the CMB.

vInvestigate in more depth how these heterogeneities can affect 

geomagnetic reversal frequencies, field strength, and secular variations

vConsider whether stronger electromagnetic coupling between the core and 

lower mantle can increase ohmic dissipation in the Earth
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vAdd a thin layer of conductivity at the top of 

the CMB (shown on the left)

vInclude a Y2
2 pattern of lateral heterogeneity 

at the top of the core to mimic the large scale 

pattern of the seismic anomalies, shown 

here:

vThe 𝑌"
" pattern is implemented as an oscillating

vThe governing equations in XSHELLS are:

vWe start with an existing insulating mantle case to see the effect of

applying the heterogeneity. Their (and our) parameter space and initial

conditions are below:
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Parameters from Christensen et al, 2001[9]

We investigated the parameter space by varying the amplitude of the 

heterogeneity and the thickness of the electrically conducting layer:

The resulting outputs indicate that the presence of an electrically conducting

layer at the CMB seems to increase the ratio of magnetic energy to kinetic

energy within the fluid region, and whether the simulations have an

electrically conducting inner core can impact the results:
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Figure (left): Magnetic energy power spectrums at 

the CMB for constant Δ𝜂(= 0.1) but varying 𝑑.

Note: The even degrees for 
both Christensen et al. (2001) 

cases have been removed 
for clearer presentation.

Note: The even degrees for 

both Christensen et al. (2001) 

cases have been removed 

for clearer presentation.

Figure (right): Magnetic energy power spectrums 

at the CMB for constant 𝑑(= 2) but varying Δ𝜂. 


